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Jack and Annie are on their second mission to findâ€”and inspireâ€”artists to bring happiness to

millions. After traveling to New Orleans, Jack and Annie come head to head with some real ghosts,

as well as discover the world of jazz when they meet a young Louis Armstrong!From the Hardcover

edition.
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Jack and Annie go to New Orleans to meet Louis Armstrong. He is busy and can't hang out with

them, so they tag along with him while he's working. I like the part when Jack and Annie follow

Dipper (Louis' nickname) on the road. Jack and Annie have no shoes on so when they walk, they

say "Ow!" This book was great because it has food in it, and Jack and Annie and Dipper eat gumbo

and doughnuts. Like when they go in the River Cafe and they meet rude waiters there. This was a

very interesting book. I would give it about 4 stars.

We read to our boys every night before bed but our oldest son who is 8 has started to want to read

after bed so we started getting the Kindle addition books for him. This was a great book and a great

read, he loved it and after a weekend night - the next morning he told me that he read it from end to



end and couldn't put it down. I think that this is an overused statement sometime but coming from

my son who has only been reading story books for a little while now it was a true testament.I have a

feeling that we will be getting more of these books series now for him. We bought two of them and I

am sure that there will be many more. The next one that we will be dabbling in other series for him.

my youngest daughter just cant put these down. she especially likes the ones with ghosts, and

spookiness! the only thing is i wish mary osborne would make longer books! my 7 yr old just loves

these, but reads them like lightening. She finished this one in an hour!

This book series is worth ten stars. I read these to my kindergarten class and the kids love them.

The stories are well written, educational, and keep the children enthralled. In addition, the books

invoke the children's imaginations and usually lead them to create their own Jack and Annie

adventures.

Grandson loved this book. He had the whole set and it kept its value I was able to sell it for as much

as I bought it for, that was a real deal. He became a avid reader because of this book and the rest of

them

I have to say the series just gets better and better with every book Mary Pope Osbourne writes!

Don't be afraid to jump around in the series to get kids hooked! We've read more than 30 books in

the Magic Tree House series and my six year old picked up Ghosts after dinner, asked to get up

from bed to finish one more chapter and then finished it after breakfast! A real page turner. Glad we

got it in hard cover so it will last our favorite books tour of families! Thanks again Mary!

Every child who reads these books truly obtains information that is different and truly interesting!

This book is about New Orleans! It opens interests in Louis Armstrong and The pirate Jean Lafitte!

Great for kids and no electronics involved!

Reviewed by SJA:I chose this score because because this book was a very interesting book

because it had a very good details. In this book they go into a black Smith shop and a ghost pirate

ghosts jumps out from the ceiling and scars every one. The pictures are very interesting and

detailed. But I did not like that the pictures were in black and white. I think that you will like this book.
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